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Q1) In economics, what do the initials EEC stand for?

Q2) What was the "Fahrenheit" in Truffaut's 1960s film?

Q3) How many keys does a standard piano have?

Q4) How many squares are there on a chess board?

Q5) In which state is Area 51 located?

Q6) What animal is a national symbol of South Africa?

Q7) Which ocean is the Philippine Sea part of?

Q8) In yards, what is the length of a cricket pitch?

Q9) What animal might you associate a mahout with?

Q10) Which pop star had a hit with Rebel Rebel in 1974?

Q11) What is the name of the quarter day that falls on March 25th?

Q12) With which day of the week did Elton John and David Bowie both have UK top 10 hits?

Q13) Who was the Greek God of time?

Q14) Which animal lives in a drey?

Q15) Which city do Massive Attack come from?
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Trivia Quiz Answers
by Words Up Games

Q1) In economics, what do the initials EEC stand for?

Q2) What was the "Fahrenheit" in Truffaut's 1960s film?

Q3) How many keys does a standard piano have?

Q4) How many squares are there on a chess board?

Q5) In which state is Area 51 located?

Q6) What animal is a national symbol of South Africa?

Q7) Which ocean is the Philippine Sea part of?

Q8) In yards, what is the length of a cricket pitch?

Q9) What animal might you associate a mahout with?

Q10) Which pop star had a hit with Rebel Rebel in 1974?

Q11) What is the name of the quarter day that falls on March 25th?

Q12) With which day of the week did Elton John and David Bowie both have UK top 10 hits?

Q13) Who was the Greek God of time?

Q14) Which animal lives in a drey?

Q15) Which city do Massive Attack come from?

European Economic Community

451

88

64

Nevada

Springbok

Pacific

22

Elephant

David Bowie

Lady Day

Saturday

Chronos

Squirrel

Bristol
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